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Abstract

Wooden structures made of felled trees are used in forested slopes as protection
structures against rockfall. A model based on the Discrete Element Method is devel-
oped to analyse their response to normal impacts of blocks. The interaction between
the blocks and the stems and the stem response are explicitly integrated. After the
model calibration using impact tests, a wide range of impact scenarii representative
of real configurations is explored. The influence of three parameters (stem diameter,
impact velocity and block diameter) is analysed.

Three impact types were identified for different ratios RD between the block
and stem diameters. For small RD , the impact is limited to a brief contact. For
intermediate RD, successive contacts of similar duration are observed. After the last
contact, the block is sent back with a large velocity. For large RD, two contacts
are observed. The second contact can be assimilated to a quasi-static loading of
the stem. In addition, structure damage increases for increasing RD ranging from
almost no damage for the first impact type to rupture of the stem for the third type.
The largest RD associated with the first impact type is the target configuration that
favors block energy decrease and limits structure damage.

KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

In the field of civil engineering, numerous models have been developed to assess the
efficacy of a wide range of protection structures against rockfall hazard: metallic fences
(Bertrand, Trad, Limam, & Silvani, 2012; Cazzani, Mongiovi, & Frenez, 2002; Got-
tardi, & Govoni, 2009; Volkwein, Roth, Gerber, & Vogel, 2009) or embankments (Lam-
bert, & Bourrier, 2013; Plassiard, & Donze, 2009; Ronco, Oggeri, & Peila, 2009), for
example. These numerical approaches are of interest as they allow accounting for the
physics involved in the modeling of block impacts onto complex structures. Numeri-
cal simulations enable to analyse the structures and to propose recommendations for
their design. However, experimental data remain necessary to calibrate and validate
the numerical models. Given the technical difficulties and economic costs to carry out
in-field real-scale impact experiments, reduced scale laboratory tests are an interesting
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alternative to get accurate experimental data.
In alpine forested slopes, specific wooden structures made of felled trees are increas-

ingly installed as a complement to the protection provided by the forest stand itself
(Dorren, Berger, Le Hir, Mermin, & Tardif, 2005). Contrary to the impact of blocks
on standing trees, (Dorren, Berger, & Putters, 2006; Jonsson, 2007), the impact of
blocks on these wooden protection structures has not been investigated.

Recent experimental laboratory studies enabled to characterize the dynamic re-
sponse of small stems (up to 10 cm of diameter) to impacts (Bertrand, Bourrier,
Olmedo, Brun, Berger, & Limam, 2013; Olmedo, Bourrier, Bertrand, Toe, Berger, &
Limam, 2015) with the final aim of understanding the response of wooden protection
structures to a block impact. A first Discrete Element Method (DEM) based model
(Olmedo, Bourrier, Bertrand, Berger, & Limam, 2016) of the stems response to impact
loading was also proposed and allowed describing the dynamic response of the stems
tested in the laboratory. In the simulations, the loading was imposed by the experi-
mentally measured time evolution of the force at mid-span. Thus, the proposed model
did not explicitly account for the block and its contact with the impacted system.

These studies focused on the dynamic response of fresh wood stems only. In a first
step, the time evolution of the structure response, which is related with the degrada-
tion of the mechanical properties of the wood material along the stem composing the
structure and in the vicinity of the structures boundaries, was not investigated. Con-
sequently, these studies can only be used to analyze the response of a numerical model
of protection devices made of felled trees considering their mechanical properties after
setting up the structure.

The objective of this paper is to analyse the response of real scale wooden protection
structures to the normal impact of a block after setting up the structure for design
purposes. To meet this objective, the DEM model proposed and calibrated in Olmedo
et al. (2016) has been improved by integrating a contact model describing the local
interaction between the block and the fresh wood stem. After a calibration phase,
the improved model was used to simulate real scale impacts on felled trees protection
structures (tree diameters ranging from 35 to 80 centimeters) for a wide range of
impact conditions. Numerical predictions were used to analyse the physical processes
involved for different impact configurations and to identify the most favorable structure
configurations in terms of block momentum reduction as well as structure damage and
rupture. These observations were finally discussed to propose general recommendations
for the design of these structures.

2. Numerical modelling

2.1. Discrete Element model

The DEM was used to model the mechanical response of a fresh stem to a dynamic
loading (Olmedo et al., 2016). This method allows modeling the dynamic motion of
particles that interact by contact or remote interactions (Cundall, & Strack, 1979). At
each time step, the particles’ locations, orientations, geometries, and physical proper-
ties are used to calculate the sum of forces on each particle. Newton’s law are then
solved for all the particles, allowing the update of their positions and orientations.
The DEM has been widely applied for the study of granular materials (O’Sullivan,
2012). It has also been used to model deformable structures (e.g. Bertrand et al.,
2012; Effeindzourou et al., 2016).
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The numerical developments were implemented in the YADE-dem code (Smilauer,
& Chareyre, 2010). In the model, the fresh wood stems are considered homogeneous
cylindrical bodies composed of nodes (N) regularly located along the stem longitudinal
axis x (Figure 1). The nodes are linked by cylindrical connections (C) (Bourrier,
Kneib, Chareyre, & Fourcaud, 2013) that can interact with external bodies, such as
spheres. The model of the interactions between the nodes (N), called stem model
in the followings, governs the mechanical response of the deformable cylinder (i.e. a
fresh wood stem). The model of the interactions of the cylindrical connections (C)
with external bodies, called contact model in the followings, controls the interaction
between the cylindrical element (i.e. a fresh wood stem) and an external body (i.e. a
block).

2.1.1. Fresh wood stem model

The stem model was initially developed and calibrated in Olmedo et al. (2016). It
allows calculating the forces and moments between contiguous nodes depending on
their relative positions and orientations, which determines the macroscopic response
of the cylinder (i.e. stem). In the context of the study, the stems are mainly subjected
to bending loads. Thus, the relation between node positions (resp. orientations) and
interaction forces (resp. moments) associated with tensile, shear, or twist efforts are
modeled using an elastic formulation that depends on the longitudinal modulus of
elasticity (MOE) and the Poisson’s ratio of the stem material.

A multi-linear relationship is used to model the response of the stem to bending
loadings. The moments between contiguous nodes associated with bending loadings
are the moments My and Mz (called M in the following) along the y and z axes
of the local coordinate system associated with the first node of the two contiguous
ones. These moments are calculated incrementally depending on the nodes relative
orientations θy and θz (called θ) along the y and z axes (Figure 1b) and applied to
both of the contiguous nodes.

A bi-linear relation describes the M(θ) loading phase (i.e. for increasing θ)(Figure
2). An elastic threshold moment (MElast) allows defining the transition from the first
linear relation, defined by the stiffness coefficient kElast, to the second one, associated
with the coefficient kNL. The unloading phase (i.e. for decreasing θ) is also governed
by a linear relation described by the coefficient kUnld.

Bourrier et al. (2013) and Olmedo et al. (2016) proposed relationships that relate
the stiffness coefficients kElast, kNL, and kUnld to the stem cross section geometry,
distance between the contiguous nodes, and material properties:

kElast =
MOE I

l
(1)

kNL =
ENL I

l
(2)

kUnld =
EUnld I

l
(3)

where MOE, ENL and EUnld are the longitudinal modulus of elasticity, the mod-
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ulus governing the second linear phase, and the modulus for the unloading phase,
respectively. l and I are the distance between contiguous nodes and the area moment
of inertia (I = πD4/64), respectively. D is the stem diameter at the node location.

When the bending moment MRupt is reached, which corresponds to stem’s failure,
the interaction is considered broken and the simulation is stopped.

The elastic threshold (σElast) and the ultimate stress before failure (σRupt) are
calculated from the geometrical properties, MElast, and MRupt such as:

σElast =
MElast

I

D

2
(4)

σRupt =
MRupt

I

D

2
(5)

σRupt assumption, even if not valid when material non-linearities develop, is widely
accepted for the mechanical characterization of wood (Bergman, Cai, & Carll, 2010).
Indeed, it corresponds to the definition of the modulus of rupture (MOR).

A viscous damping of the bending moment M was finally implemented following an
incremental formalism:

dMDamp = βkElastdθ̇ (6)

where the increment of the damping contribution to bending (dMDamp) is calculated

from the increment of the relative angular velocity of the nodes (dθ̇) and a damping
coefficient (β).

Finally, the calibration parameters of the stem model are:MOE, ENL, EUnld, σElast,
σRupt, and β.

2.1.2. Block - stem contact model

The block-stem contact model added to the initial stem model consists in modelling
the interactions between the cylindrical elements and external bodies. In the DEM
framework, the contact model between two particles usually relates the contact forces
to the interpenetration and to the relative velocities at the contact point. The contact
plane, tangent to the contact surface at the contact point, enables to define the normal
and tangential components of the contact force. In the context of the study, only
the normal component is considered because impacts are assumed orthogonal to the
cylinder longitudinal axis.

Previous results from Olmedo et al. (2016) showed that including a simple linear
contact model was sufficient to significantly improve the relevance of the impact model.
However, in this study, we choose to use a contact model integrating energy dissipation
at the contact which allowed us to analyse energy dissipation processes during impact.

The normal contact force (F ) depends on the indentation (α) of the impactor into
the cylinder (Figure 3). From the numerical point of view, it is described by the
overlap between the block and the cylindrical element. In the absence of additional
information concerning the highly variable block shape, a formulation corresponding
to the Hertz-Crook contact theory for spheres developing an elasto-plastic response
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was chosen (Abrate, 1998; Crook, 1952). During the loading phase, the contact force
can be expressed as:

FLoad = kc.α
3/2 (7)

where kc is the contact stiffness, which can be calculated from the physical and
geometrical properties of the colliding bodies (bodies 1 and 2):

kc =
4

3
ER

√
R (8)

where,

1

R
=

1

R1

+
1

R2

(9)

1

ER
=

1− ν21
ER1

+
1− ν22
ER2

(10)

Rj , ERj and νj are the radius, radial modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s ratio of
the body j.

For the unloading phase, the formulation proposed by Crook (Abrate, 1998; Crook,
1952), assuming negligibles permanent indentations, was implemented:

FUnld = Fm(
α

αm
)5/2 (11)

where Fm is the maximum force reached during the loading phase and αm is the
corresponding indentation.

Finally, for this study, the calibration parameters of the contact model are ER, and
ν of each colliding body.

2.2. Model calibration

Olmedo et al. (2016) proposed a calibration of the stem model where the contact model
was not taken into account, i.e. the loading was modelled by a time varying force
measured experimentally. In this paper, a new calibration is proposed that accounts
for the contact model to describe the interaction between the block and the stem.

2.2.1. Impact experiments

The chosen species for the tests was European beech (Fagus sylvatica) for being repre-
sentative of the French Alps forests exposed to rockfall (i.e. European beech is present
in the 25% of the french protection forests) (IGN, 2014). The wood pieces were ex-
tracted from the same forest patch at the Col de Vence forest (Rhone Alpes, France).
Tested trees had similar growing conditions and were cut at the same period of the
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year to reduce mechanical properties variations. Stems were tested maximum one day
after their cut to limit changes in wood moisture content.

The laboratory experiments on fresh wood stems consisted in impacting simply
supported stems at mid-span with a Mouton-Charpy pendulum. Stems of diameters
between 3 and 9 centimeters and of 1.5m length between supports were impacted.
Force cells (Siscam MC-100) enabled to measure the evolution in time of the impact
force and of the reaction forces at the supports. A high speed camera (Photron Fast-
cam, Nikkor 35-80 lens) was installed to measure the impactor and stem’s mid-span
displacements. Each stem was impacted twice, at two different impact energy levels.
Additional details on the experimental set-up can be found in Olmedo et al. (2015).

2.2.2. Calibration procedure

The model calibration was based on experimental results from Olmedo et al. (2015).
The stems were modeled by deformable cylinders and the time evolution of the mea-
sured impact force was imposed at mid-span. The calibration was done by adjusting
the calibration parameters to achieve a good fit between experimental and numerical
impact work calculations (WExt). The external work is defined such as:

WExt =

∫
0

t

Fdyb (12)

where F is the force applied onto the stem and yb is the impactor displacement at
the instant t (Olmedo et al., 2016). Thirty-seven impact tests were calibrated, which
allowed to estimate the mechanical properties of the tested wood.

The calibration focused on the adjustment of the parameters concerning the stem
(MOE, ENL, EUnld, σElast, σRupt, β).

For the pendulum, classical values for steel were used as parameters for the contact
model : ER1 = 210 GPa and ν = 0.3. For the stem, the parameter ER2 of the contact
model was set at 160 MPa, as proposed by Quetel (2005), and the Poisson’s ratio ν
was set at 0.3 (Olmedo et al., 2016).

The experimental data from Olmedo et al. (2015) allowed adjusting the parameters
of the stem model. The simulations consisted in impacting at mid-span a simply sup-
ported stem, represented by a cylinder, with a spherical discrete element, representing
the pendulum. The measured impact velocity of the pendulum was imposed to the
sphere at the beginning of the simulation. The parameters values obtained from the
previous calibration of the stem model (Olmedo et al., 2016) were initially used. The
calibration consisted in slight adjustments of some of these parameters to obtain the
best agreement with experimental results. The numerical simulations were adjusted
to fit the experimental results in terms of energy, WExt.

2.3. Impact scenarii

2.3.1. Description

After the calibration phase, the model was used to simulate blocks impacts on felled
trees made structures corresponding to real scenarii in terms of field impact conditions.
The analysis focused on the impact response of a simplified structure made of one tree.
The structure was modeled as a deformable cylinder with simply supported boundary
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conditions (Figure 4), which is representative of real set-ups. Impacting blocks were
considered as rigid spherical bodies with a translational velocity perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the tree, and the block angular velocity was considered nil.
Structures were impacted at mid-span and impacts were centered on tree’s longitudinal
axis.

For the design of structures, engineers and practitioners consider the characteristics
of the expected rockfall events (in terms of block mass and velocities) to propose an
ad-hoc rockfall protection device capable to resist to the incoming impact energy. In
particular, stem diameter needs to be defined for the setup of the structure.

Simulations were performed for several impact scenarii, characterized by the block
diameter (Db) and impact velocity (vin). Moreover, different stem diameters (Dt) were
considered. Thus, Dt, Db and vin were considered as input variables. The stem length
L was set at 10m for all simulations.

Concerning the impacting block, Db and vin ranges are representative of rockfall
events Volkwein et al. (2011)(Tab.1). Tree diameters (Dt) ranges are representative of
the current felled trees made protection devices installed in the European Alps (Tab.1).
When Db

Dt
> 4, it is assumed that the stem cannot absorb a significant amount of block

energy (Dorren et al., 2005). The sets of parameters presenting Db

Dt
> 4 were thus not

considered. 1386 scenarii, corresponding to different values of Db, Dt, and vin, were
finally considered for the simulations.

2.3.2. Mechanical properties of fresh wood for in-field scale simulations

The fresh wood properties depend on many factors and the characteristics of each
forest stand cannot be directly related to the experimental data presented in this
paper. Despite this large variability, the fresh wood properties were assumed constant
for all simulations. Given the very reduced amount of data in the literature concerning
the mechanical properties of fresh wood at the tree scale, the choice was made to set
up these mechanical properties depending on the results obtained during the model
calibration.

The parameters ER and ν describing the contact model were set at the same values
as in the calibration phase. The block’s and stem’s densities (ρb and ρt) were set at
2800 kg.m−3 and 1200 kg.m−3, respectively.

For the stem mechanical properties, the previous model calibration (Olmedo et al.,
2016) provided a characterization of fresh wood mechanical properties for small diam-
eter trees (Dt < 10 cm). Given the complexity of the tree’s growing mechanisms, the
mechanical properties of wood evolve along the tree (Keith., 1964) and radially (Lund-
strom et al., 2007). In addition, the irregularities associated with growing conditions,
branch insertions, or scars lead to significant variations on the mechanical properties
of wood (Lundstrom et al., 2008). Consequently, the previous model calibration for
small diameter trees (Dt < 10 cm) cannot be directly extrapolated to larger diameter
trees (Dt > 35 cm).

The values obtained have been compared to previous studies found in the literature
concerning large diameter stems ranging between 20 cm and 50 cm. Lavers, & Gwen-
doline (1974) proposed values of MOE and modulus of rupture (MOR = σRupt =
32MRupt

πD3 ) (Bodig and Jayne, 1982)) for fresh European beech stems with a 50% mois-
ture content. They estimated the MOE at 9790 MPa and the MOR at 64.8 MPa
from quasi-static bending tests. The differences between the previous model calibra-
tion values (Olmedo et al., 2016) and Lavers, & Gwendoline (1974) estimations are not
significant in view of the variability of wood properties (Bergman et al., 2010). The
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MOE measured by Lavers, & Gwendoline (1974) is 9.6% larger than the calibration
value. The MOR measured by Lavers, & Gwendoline (1974) is 10.3% lower. Provided
that the values from the calibration described in section 2.2.2 do not differ substan-
tially from these obtained in Olmedo et al. (2016), this comparative analysis will lead
to use the values obtained from the calibration of the model that explicitly account for
block-stem contact for the simulations for in-field structures made of large diameter
trees.

2.3.3. Energy transfers

The main goal of the design of a rockfall protection device is to maximize the block’s
energy loss due to the impact. In addition, the study of the energy transfers and
dissipations on the protection structure is mandatory to develop optimal and adapted
protection devices and, at the same time, guarantee their durability.

During the impact of a block on a protection device, an energy exchange between
the block and the structure occurs. The external work related to the forces applied
onto the block at a given time t (WExt) is equal to the block’s kinetic energy variation
from the impact beginning (∆Eb

k = Ek
b
t − Ek

b
in), where Ek

b
in and Ek

b
t are the block’s

kinetic energy before impact and at time t, respectively.

WExt = −∆Eb
k (13)

where WExt is calculated from equation 12. As regards to the protective structure,
the energy balance can be expressed as follows for any time during impact:

WExt = WInt +WCont +∆Et
k +WDamp (14)

where WInt, WCont, ∆Et
k, and WDamp are the stem’s strain energy, the contact

strain energy, the stem’s kinetic energy variation from the impact beginning, and the
energy dissipated by damping, respectively.

WInt is calculated as follows:

dWInt =

n−1∑
a=1

Na.dua +

n−1∑
a=1

Ta.dva +

n−1∑
a=1

Ma.dθz,a (15)

where a is the node interaction identifier and n is the number of nodes. N , T and
M are the normal and tangential components of the interaction force, and bending
moment between nodes participating to the interaction a. ua and va are the normal
and tangential components of the relative displacements between nodes taking part to
the interaction.

The stem kinetic energy variation (∆Et
k) is calculated from the nodes masses and

velocities (translational and angular) (Olmedo et al., 2016).
The contact strain energy WCont is assessed incrementally. The contact energy in-

crement dWCont is calculated as a function of the impact force F and of the indentation
increment dα:
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dWCont = F.dα (16)

The energy dissipated by damping WDamp is also assessed incrementally using the
increment dWDamp calculated from θ and the damping contribution to the bending
moment (MDamp).

dWDamp = MDamp.dθ (17)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model calibration

The results obtained from the model calibration are compared to those obtained from
simulations which do not consider explicitly the block-stem interaction (Olmedo et al.,
2016), and to the experimental data. Figure 5 depicts the time evolutions of the exter-
nal work (Eq.12) for a typical situation. The integration of the contact model allows a
better description of the experimental observations, especially at the early beginning
of the contact and around the maximum mid-span displacement.

Similar values of the parameters MOE, σElast, and σRupt are obtained for model
calibrations that explicitly integrate or not block-stem contact (Tab.2).

The explicit modeling of the block-stem contact leads to reduce the damping pa-
rameter β (Tab.2). Indeed, the contact model tends to limit vibrations with high
frequencies. Thus, if the stem/block contact is not explicitly taken into account, high
frequency vibrations have to be damped with larger values of β parameter.

Differences between calibration values of ENL and EUnld are also observed. ENL and
EUnld are the leading parameters for the modelling of correct values of the maximum
stem deflection and contact force. And, near the maximum stem deflection, different
structural responses occur if the block-stem contact is explictly modelled or not.

3.2. Impact scenarii

3.2.1. Impact classification

3.2.1.1. Impact duration (tc). tc is defined from the instant when the block-stem
contact is established to the end of the last contact. The evolution of tc as a function
of the ratio RD (RD = Db

Dt
- Figure 6) shows that low diameter ratios (RD < 1.5)

are associated with short contact durations (tc < 30ms). In these cases, tc presents a
small variability (from 10ms to 30ms). For RD values between 1.2 and 2, tc presents
a larger variability, ranging from 70ms to 150ms, with no clear dependency to RD.
Finally, for RD > 2 and tc > 150ms, a linear increase of tc with RD is observed. This
analysis tends to show a potential classification of the simulations in three groups (A,
B, and C) presented in Figure 6.

The time evolutions of the impact forces between the block and the stem are depicted
in Figure 7 for groups A, B, and C. For the group A, the block-stem interaction presents
only one contact. For the group B, successive contacts (2 or 3) of similar durations can
be identified. tc values are significantly higher for simulations presenting three contact
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phases, even if the latest is not significant in terms of force magnitude. Finally, group
C simulations always present two contacts, the second being substantially longer than
the first one. These clear differences in terms of time evolutions of the impact forces
between the groups lead to classify each impact simulation.

3.2.1.2. Momentum variation (∆p). The block’s momentum variation ∆p
(∆p = mb(vin−vout), with vout the block’s velocity after impact) is calculated to evalu-
ate the variation in the block kinematics. The relation between the block’s momentum
variation ∆p and the diameter ratio RD is analysed. The normalized value ∆p = ∆p

pin

is defined, where pin is the block momentum just before the impact (pin = mbvin).
The ∆p values for all simulations range between two particular cases. The first one

is an elastic impact implying that vout is opposite to the incoming velocity (vout =
−vin). In the second one, the block is stopped (vout = 0). For the first case, ∆p = 2
whereas, for the second one, ∆p = 1. Thus, the lower ∆p, the larger the loss of block’s
momentum.

Figure 8 underlines that the groups A, B and C present different trends in the evo-
lution of ∆p with RD. Group A results present a linear decrease in ∆p with increasing
RD values. Group B results globally present higher ∆p values and larger variability
than group A data for a given RD value. Group C results, observed for large RD,
exhibit similar values as for group B with a slightly smaller variability.

The RD values delimiting the groups A, B, and C depend on the impact velocity
(Figure 9): for impacts at vin = 5m.s−1 (resp. vin = 30m.s−1), the transition from
group A to B is observed at RAB

D ≃ 1.5 (resp. RAB
D ≃ 1.2). The transition from group

B to C appears at RBC
D ≃ 2. (resp. RBC

D ≃ 1.55) for impacts at vin = 5m.s−1 (resp.
vin = 30m.s−1).

3.2.1.3. Structure damage. The maximum bending moment MMax achieved dur-
ing each impact simulation is compared with MElast and MRupt for each simulation,
allowing the assessment of stem damage for each case. If MMax < MElast, no material
non-linearities developed and no structure damage occurred. When MElast < MMax <
MRupt, material non-linearities appeared but the structure did not break. Finally, if
MMax > MRupt, the rupture of the structure occurred. These three scenarii are called,
zone 1, 2, and 3.

Stem rupture (zone 3) is observed for groups B and C, specially for high impact
velocities. On the contrary, for most of group A simulations, the struture is not dam-
aged at all (zone 1), only few high speed (i.e. vin > 20m.s−1) impacts present material
non-linearities (zone 2) (Figure 10).

3.2.2. Relative displacements between the block and the stem

Three impact configurations representative of each response group are analysed to
highlight the differences in terms of relative displacements between the block and the
stem. The input parameters for each example case are summarized in Table 3. They
correspond to impacts at 5m.s−1.

The time evolutions of the block center of mass (yb) and the stem’s mid-span (yt)
displacements and velocities are presented in Figure 11. Block and stem are in contact
when α = yb − yt > 0 (c.f. red surfaces in Figure 11. Specific attention is paid to the
block and stem velocities just after the first contact and at the beginning of the second
contact.
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As observed previously, group A impacts present only one and short contact (Figure
11a, d). At the end of this short contact, the block velocity is negative. This value
increases toward positive values for increasing RD. Thus, the block is sent back more
and more slowly for increasing RD which favors the occurrence of a second contact
(Figure 11b, e). Group B impacts are observed if the block velocity after the first
contact is positive. In addition, the second contacts occur for negative values of the
stem velocity, i.e. during the stem way back from its initial oscillation.

For Group C impacts, i.e. for larger RD values, the block velocity after the first
contact is positive and keeps increasing for increasing RD values (Figure 11f). Thus,
the second contact occurs earlier in the stem oscillation process. It takes place for
positive stem mid-span velocities. In these configurations, the block and the stem
velocities directions are similar after the first contact. In consequence, the stem’s mid-
span and the block displacements follow analogous evolutions after the first impact
(Figure 11c) and till the end of the impact.

3.2.3. Energy exchanges

The energy balance during impact is analysed for the three cases representatives of
each group.

For group A, the block’s energy is nil at the end of the initial contact loading
stage (i.e. t ≃ 6ms) and most of the energy is transferred into energy at the contact
(WCont). The contact energy is transferred back from the contact to the block and the
stem during the unloading phase of the initial contact (Figure 12a). As the interaction
between the block and the stem is limited to the initial contact, the block’s energy loss
is mainly due to momentum transfer during the first contact and, possibly, to energy
dissipation at the contact (up to 20% of the impact energy in some cases).

For group B, energy transfers during the first contact are very similar to those
observed for the group A (Figure 12b). The momentum transfer during the first impact
induces that the block energy is almost nil at the end of the first contact (i.e. t ≃20
ms). On the contrary, the stem energy is significant between the first and second
contact. It is periodically converted from kinetic to strain energy following the stem
oscillation and substantial dissipation of energy occurs due to damping between the
two contacts. During the second contact (i.e. 70ms . t . 90ms), a significant amount
of energy is transferred back from the stem to the block. When the second contact
takes place, the stem kinetic energy is high and decreases to almost zero during the
second contact. Energy dissipation may occur at the contact during the first contact,
but not significantly during the second one.

For the group C, as for the groups A and B, the first contact leads to a significant
momentum transfer. Similarly to group B, given the high stem kinetic energy after the
first contact, the energy dissipation by damping between the two contacts is significant
(between 10% and 20% of the impact energy). But, contrary to group B, when the
second contact occurs, the stem strain energy is high and its kinetic energy is low
(Figure 12c). Thus, the energy exchange during the second contact is driven by a
quasi-static interaction between the stem and the block.

The block energy loss is due, for Group A, to a significant momentum transfer and
to energy dissipation at the contact during the first contact. The occurence of a second
contact leads to a second energy transfer from the stem to the block for groups B and
C. For these groups, a significant energy amount is also dissipated by damping of
the stem motion between the two contacts. For group B, the second contact induces
a momentum exchange from the stem to the block because the stem kinetic energy
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is large and the block one is small at the beginning of the second contact. On the
contrary for group C, the stem strain energy is large at the beginning of the second
contact and, thus, the second contact can be assimilated to a quasi-static interaction.

3.3. Towards design recommendations

The validity of the model is limited to the impact conditions of the study in terms of
block and stem properties as well as loading type, i.e. normal impact of a block far
from the boundary of the structure, and structure size, in particular. As the model was
not calibrated directly from real scale impact experiments, it seems more reasonable
to use the results for a qualitative analysis rather than for quantative assessments.
Despite these limitations, relevant information is provided for the design of wooden
protection structures.

The design of rockfall protection structures is generally composed of two steps
related to the structural and functional design. The functional design is dedicated
to assess the capacity of the structure to stop the blocks and the structural design
aims at quantifying the capacity of the structure to sustain the loading by the block
(Lambert, & Bourrier, 2013).

The functional capacity of the structure relies on the analysis of the block momen-
tum reduction while the structural design is based on the study of structure damage.
Concerning block momentum reduction, the choice was made to consider the stopping
of the rock (∆p = 1) as a target to assess the functional efficacy of the structure. On
the contrary, a substantial velocity (∆p = 2) is considered as the worst case in terms
of functional efficacy among the configurations observed. For the structure damage,
the optimal design corresponds to no damage of the structure.

A design approach can be proposed with the objective of favoring one or several of
the three impact groups identified. Both the functional and structural efficacies of the
structure can be estimated for the different groups. For group A, the block momentum
reduction depends on a single and brief interaction. The momentum reduction increases
for increasing diameter ratio to reach a maximum value among all groups observed
for RD around 1.3. In addition, almost no structure damage is observed. On the
contary, the momentum reduction is substantially larger for both group B and C
while significant structure damage may occur. Thus, Group A impacts correspond to
the target configuration both in terms of functional and structural designs.

In practice, as the block volume, i.e. diameter, is given for a study site, designing
the structure to reach the target configuration consists in setting the tree diameter of
the structure to obtain the target range of RD. The analysis of the simulations allowed
identifying optimal RD values. However, the results also show that the transition from
an optimal configuration (group A) to an unfavorable one can occur for small variations
of RD. The choice of the tree diameter should thus be made with caution.

Finally, the analysis of the physical processes shows that the optimal configuration
corresponds to a single and brief interaction between the block and the structure.
Technical solutions can be prescribed to favor the occurrence of a single impact, i.e. to
avoid the occurrence of a second momentum exchange leading to a group B impact.
For this purpose, changes in the boundary conditions of the structure, such as fixing
the structure to loose cables anchored on stumps instead of placing it directly on the
stump, can be envisaged for example.
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4. Conclusions and perspectives

The DEM model developed integrates the description of the physical processes both at
the stem and contact scales. After a calibration phase, the combined model, accounting
for the contact between the block and the stem, has been used for real scale simulations.

Three types of impact have been identified depending on the ratio RD between the
block radius and the stem diameter. A unique and brief contact occurs for small RD

values. For intermediate RD values, at least two successive contacts of similar duration
occur. The block continues in the same direction after the first contact and is sent back
with a large velocity after the second one. For large RD values, two contacts are also
observed. During the second contact, longer than the first one, a quasi-static loading
of the stem occurs. Structure damage increases for increasing RD values : the first
impact type entails almost no damage whereas substantial damage occur for the third
type.

The optimal configuration in terms of structure design is a unique and brief contact
between the block and the structure with a substantial decrease in the block momen-
tum and almost no structure damage. This configuration corresponds to the largest
RD values associated with the first impact type.

The model proposed is a computationally efficient tool usable for the study of the
efficacy of wooden protection structures for a wide range of impact conditions and
structure configurations. Further model developments are foreseen to simulate non-
centered and oblique impacts and to integrate the interaction of the structure with
the ground that may represent a major source of energy dissipation.

In addition, the relevance of the calibration of the model, done using experimental
results on smalll diameters stems (Dt < 10 cm), for large tree diameters has been
assessed based on comparisons to previous studies found in the literature only. This
aspect of the development of the model could be improved by detailed studies of
the mechanical properties of large diameter trees. These studies could be based on
experimental studies found in the literature and dedicated to the assesment of the
mechanical properties of trees at the real-scale (Ruel et al., 2010; Schonenberger et
al., 2005) or to field experiments carried out at the tree scale (Lundstrom et al., 2007).

Finally, a major improvement of the model would consist in the integration of an
appropriate mechanical description of decayed wood into the model to estimate the
time evolution of the protective capacity of these structures. This improvement would
concern both the model of the stem mechanical properties and of the structure bound-
aries. Indeed, both of these components of the wooden structures are affected by wood
degradation (Benfratello et al., 2017; Romano et al., 2016). For that purpose, detailled
studies have to be carried out to characterize the time evolution of the mechanical
properties of the stems and of the structure boundaries due to degradation processes
(i.e. fungi and entomofaune aggression in particular).
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Figure 1.: Yade-DEM elements are composed of nodes and connections (a). The forces
and moments applied to contiguous nodes are calculated from their relative positions
and orientations (b).
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Figure 2.: Relation for the calculation of bending moments between contiguous nodes.
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Figure 3.: Block-stem contact : the indentation α is calculated from the overlap
between the bodies.
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Figure 4.: DEM model accounting for the block-stem interaction. Face (a) and side
(b) views.
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Figure 5.: Time evolutions of the external works for the experimental results (red)
and numerical predictions with imposed loading force on the stem (blue) and explicit
block-stem interaction (black) for a typical impact test.
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Figure 6.: Contact durations (tc) vs. diameter ratio (RD = Db/Dt). Identification of
the groups A (red), B (blue) , and C (green).
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Figure 7.: Time evolutions of the contact force for three typical simulations belonging
to the groups A (red), B (blue) and C (green).
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Figure 8.: Normalized momentum variation (∆p) vs. RD. The groups are depicted in
red (A), blue (B) and green (C). The dashed lines show the cases of a block stopped
(vout = 0) and of no block energy loss (vout = −vin).
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Figure 9.: Evolution of ∆p with RD emphasizing impact velocities of 5m.s−1 (red)
and 30m.s−1 (blue).
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Figure 10.: Evolution of ∆p with RD emphasizing the elastic (z1), non-linearities
occurrence (z2) and rupture (z3) zones.
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Figure 11.: Top: time evolutions of the mid-span (dashed line) and block (solid) dis-
placements for group A (a), B (b) and C (c) simulations ; Bottom: time evolutions
of the stem’s mid-spam (dashed line) and block’s (solid) velocities normalized by the
impact velocity vin for group A (d), B (e) and C (f) simulations. Red surfaces indicate
the block-stem contacts (α > 0).
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Figure 12.: Time evolutions of block and stem energies normalized by Ekbin : kinetic
(−∆Eb

k and −∆Et
k), bending strain (WB), damping dissipation (WDamp) and con-

tact (WCont) energies. Shear and normal strain energies are negligible and, thus, not
represented on the graphs.
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Min. Max.
vin [m.s−1] 5 30

Db - Vb [cm - m3] 57 - 0.1 124 - 1
Dt [cm] 20 80

Table 1.: Input values ranges considered for the real scenarii simulations.
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Model
without contact

Model
with contact Mean rel.error

Lavers et al.
(1974)

MOE [MPa] 8940 9200 2.9 % 9800
ENL [MPa] 2070 2377 14.8 % -
EUnld [MPa] 8820 6984 -20.7% -
σElast [MPa] 44.2 46.1 4.3 % -
σRupt [MPa] 72.7 72.7 0 % 65.

β 4.6E-4 4.1E-4 - 10.8 % -

Table 2.: Mean values of the calibration parameters with and without explicit mod-
elling of the block-stem contact compared with the MOE and MOR values proposed
by Lavers, & Gwendoline (1974). The relative error ( ccombined−cResp

cResp
, c corresponds to

the different calibration parameters) quantifies the difference between calibration pa-
rameters values.
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A B C
Db [cm] 57.5 91.5 117.5
Dt [cm] 75. 57.5 60.

RD 0.77 1.59 1.95

Table 3.: Simulations representative of the groups A, B and C.
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